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Abstract: Process Capability Indices (PCIs) are appropriate tools in order to measure the inherent
capability of a process. In statistical process control, there are some uncertainties in data, such as uncertain 
specification limits and data. In these cases, fuzzy logic can be employed to manage the uncertainties. 
There are some researches about fuzzy process capability indices and in this paper; we present a review of 
fuzzy process capability indices and the related methodologies for fuzzification. Finally, recommendations 
are made to fuzzificate other process capability indices with more excellent specifications.
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INTRODUCTION

Walter Shewhart for the first time (Shewhart 1931; 
Shewhart 1939) developed the theory of statistical
process control (SPC) and used it in Bell Telephone 
Laboratories. SPC is one of the main tools in order to 
enhance the quality of products. Quality simply means 
to meet the customer’s requirement and SPC helps to 
control the process performance to produce products 
that are more accurate. Juran (Juran 1998) defined the 
process as a combination of machines, tools, methods, 
materials and people employed to attain the specific 
quality in product or service. He also defined the
control process as: “The control process is a feedback 
loop through which we measure actual performance, 
compare it with standards, and act on the difference.” 
Montgomery and Mastrangelo (Montgomery and
Mastrangelo 1991) described SPC as an attitude: “a 
desire of all individuals in the organization for
continuous improvement in quality and productivity.” 

One of SPC’s aims is to study the process
capability. Process capability indices have been
developed to assess the process capability. Among 
these indices, five PCIs are well known as original
ones. Many other indices have been derived from these 
indices. The indices were Cp, Cpk, k, Cpu, and Cpl have 
been described as original PCIs by Sullivan and Letters
(Sullivan and Letters 1985) who had observed the usage 
of these indices at Japanese manufacturing facilities.
These indices can provide useful numerical measures 
for determining a capable process and are appropriate 
tools in order to measure the capability of process with 
the comparison of inherent variability of a process with 
the specification requirements of the product (Kane
1986; Bissell 1990; Montgomery 2001).

Fuzzy theory for the first time was introduced by 
Zadeh (1965) and over the past years it has been so 
many applications in many fields such as engineering, 
business, medical and related health sciences, and the 
natural sciences (Noori et al, 2008; Karimi-Davijani et
al., 2009; Jamkhaneh and Gildeh, 2011, Shahrabi,
2011). Kaufmann and Gupta (1988) reported that over 
7000 research papers, reports, monographs, and books
on fuzzy set theory and applications have been
published since 1965. Fuzzy logic is a logic based on 
concepts of vague content of values. Usually this means 
the concept is vague, lacking a fixed, precise meaning, 
without being meaningless altogether. On the other
word,  fuzzy   logic  is  logic  that  has  been  extended 
to handle the concept of partial truth (truth-values
between "completely true" and "completely false"). One 
of the applications of fuzzy logic is in production 
management and quality engineering. Nowadays many 
researches have been focused on uncertainty in data in 
statistical process control. Due to these uncertainties in 
data, fuzzy logic has been employed to manage the 
uncertainties. Therefore, in this paper, we present a 
review of fuzzy process capability indices and the
related methodologies for fuzzification.

PROCESS CAPABILITY INDICES

Nowadays there are many researches about these 
PCIs and they have been applied in many organizations. 
Kane (1986) developed Cp which is commonly used in 
industries to evaluate single quality characteristics in 
mass production. This index is such as well known that 
Palmer and Tsui, 1999 stated that many indices now 
exist; all were developed from a common parent (Cp).
The  assumption  of  Cp is  that  quality  characteristic is
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normally distributed. This index in unbounded
symmetric index and can be expressed as follows:

(1)

Where USL and LSL represent the upper and lower 
specification limits respectively; µ represents the
process mean, and s is the process standard deviation. 
A process is said to be capable if the value of Cp
associated with the process is at least 1.0 (Kane 1986).
The index Cp can be estimated as follows:

(2)

where X is sample mean and σ̂  is the estimation of σ.
Sample standard deviation is used to estimate s.
Sample standard deviation (S) and sample mean can be 
obtained as follows:

(3)

(4)

The weak point of Cp is that Cp measures the 
variability of process and does not take into account 
whether the process is centered or not. In order to 
overcome this problem Kane (Kane 1986) proposed 
another PCI which can take into account for the
deviations of process mean from the target value. This 
index is called Cpk; an unbounded symmetric index and 
can be expressed as follows:

(5)

In other words Cpk can be expressed as follows:

(6)

The variable k is a ratio that is used in Japan as an 
PCI which can describe the amount of off-centering
process mean (Kane 1986) and can be measured as 
follows:

(7)

where d=(USL-LSL)/2. The ratio k is often between 0 
and 1. If k=0 it means that the process is centered at the 

target (µ=T) and k=1 indicates that the process mean is 
located at one of the specification limits. In order to 
estimate the Cpk, the estimation of Cp and k must be
used. The ratio k can be estimated as follows:

(8)

then the stimation of Cpk can be given by:

(9)
Sometimes a customer will provide a one-sided

specification. The indices Cpu and Cpl were developed 
for these situations. For processes with upper
specification limit only:

(10)

For processes with lower specification limit only:

(11)

The index Cpu compares the distance between the 
process mean and the upper specification limit to the 
upper half-width of the distribution. Similarly, Cpl
compares the distance between the process mean and 
the lower specification limit to the lower half-width of 
the distribution. The indices show the relative size of 
the working margin, i.e. the closeness of the
distribution to the specification limits. Similarly, Cpl
and Cpu can be estimated by following equations:

(12)

(13)

In some literature, 1-k indicates another PCI called 
Ca. This index can measure the degree of process 
centering relative to the manufacturing tolerance (Pearn
1998). This index is expressed as

(14)

Since Cp and Cpk indices does not account for the 
difference between the processes mean and its target 
value, Chan, Cheng et al. (Chan, Cheng et al. 1988)
considered this difference to develop Cpm index. This 
index also proposed by Hsiang and Taguchi (1985)
independently. The Cpm index is defined as follows:
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(15)

where T represents the target value of a quality
characteristic. The process parameters µ and σ2 are 
estimated from the sample mean and sample variance 
for X  and S2, when µ and σ2 are unknown.

(16)

This index is based on the idea of squared error 
loss, discussed prior as Tguchi loss functions. The 
index Cpm is able to consider the variation of quality 
specifications with respect to the target value and 
specification limits.
The term 

incorporates two variation components: (i) variation 
with respect to the process mean and (ii) deviation of 
the process mean from the target (Pearn and Kotz
2006). Since E[(X-T)2] is the expected loss (measure 
the shift of charestristic X from the target), it is called 
as a loss-based index. Denominator of this PCI is 
Taguchi loss function. One week point of index Cpm is 
that it is not reasonable in the case of real loss consisted 
of rejects and reworks. As it shown in following Figure 
1, there are three processes with same amount of Cpm,
while there are different rate of rejects and reworks for 
them.

Fig. 1: An example of three processes with same
amount of Cpm

Chan et al. (Chan, Cheng et al. 1988) studied on 
index Cpm for asymmetric specification limits. They
simply shifted one of two specification limits to the 
target in order to have a symmetric specification limits 
as follows:

(17)

where d*=min{Du,Dl}, Du=USL-T, and Dl=T-LSL.

In order to obtain a capability index which is more 
sensitive to departures of the process mean from the 
target value Pearn et al. (Pearn, Kotz et al. 1992)
introduced Cpmk as follows:

pmk 2 2 2 2

USL LSLC min ,
3 ( T) 3 ( T)

 −µ µ − =  
σ + µ − σ + µ −   (18)

Since µ and σ2 are often unknown, in order to 
estimate equation 18, µ and s can be replaced by X and
S obtained by samples. Then Cpmk can be predicted as 
follows:

pmk 2 2 2 2

USL x x LSLC min ,
3 S (x T) 3 S (x T)

 − − =  
+ − + −   (19)

where Xbar and S2 are calculated as follows (for n 

samples):

(20)

(21)

The index Cpmk is one of the well-known PCI, 
which has been applied widely. This index is some
advantages compared with other classical PCIs such as 
Cp,  Cpk and Cpm. The advantages of index Cpmk are 
categorized into three groups as follows:

• The index Cpk considers the process yield, while 
Cpm considers process loss and variation from the 
target. Since Cpmk is a combination of Cpk and Cpm,
then it has the advantages of both Cpk and Cpm
(Jessenberger and Weihs 2000). So manufacturers 
using the index Cpmk, can use the advantages of 
both indices Cpk and Cpm. (Jessenberger and Weihs 
2000) stated that the behavior of Cpmk is more like 
Cpm, when s2 is small, and its behavior is more like 
Cpk, when s 2 is large.

• Since the index Cpmk showed the larger information 
about the location of the process mean, then it is 
more sensitive than other capability indices to the 
deviation of the departure of process mean relative. 
Ranking of the three indices (Cpk, Cpm, Cpmk) from 
the most sensitive to the least sensitive with respect 
to the departures of the process mean from the 
target value we thus have: (i) Cpmk, (ii) Cpm, and 
(iii) Cpk (Pearn and Kotz 1994).
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• When the process mean departs from the target 
value, Cpmk is being reduced faster than Cp, Cpk,
and Cpm and vice versa. So not only Cpmk is more 
sensitive to the changes of the process variation, 
but also its responds to the departure of the process 
mean from the target value is faster than the other 
three basic classic indices Cp, Cpk, and Cpm (Wu
2008).

The index Cpmk is a loss-based index for
asymmetric tolerances, but such as Cpm it is not
reasonable in the case of real loss consisted of rejects 
and reworks, because it does not distinguish them.

FUZZY PROCESS CAPABILITY INDICES

Some research on fuzzy process capability indices 
has been conducted. The first question which is arises is 
that why is there a need to measure fuzzy PCIs? Fuzzy 
logic can be employed to manage the uncertainties. 
These uncertainties could exist in the concepts of data, 
which are being used in order to measure the capability 
of processes. Different negotiable uncertainties are as 
follows:

• Specification limits cannot always be represented 
by crisp numbers. They are defined by fuzzy
numbers (Kaya and Kahraman 2008);

• The specification data is sometimes fuzzy (Tsai
2006; Tsai and Chen 2006; Parchami and
Mashinchi 2007; Chen, Lai et al. 2008).

• Interpretation of a capable process is also
sometimes fuzzy (Chen et al., 2003).

One of the initial studies has been conducted by 
Yongting (Yongting 1996) that defined and explained 
fuzzy quality and analysis on fuzzy probability as
follows:

(22)

Where x is fuzzy data, f(x) is probability density
function of x, µ(x) is membership of x. It seems that 
this methodology is simple and applicable, but it has 
two weak points. The first weak point is that because of 
probable concept of this methodology, it is hard to 
apply in real data, especially when the membership is 
unknown and secondly it cannot compare with the usual 
PCIs on crisp data.

Fuzzy a-cuts method is another methodology that 
has been used vastly in fuzzy PCIs studies. This
methodology   was   introduced  for  the  first  time  by 

Lee (Lee 2001). Suppose that we have two triangular 
fuzzy number x  and y . With the usage of COV( x , y )
and its membership function, Lee (Lee 2001) defined a-
cuts as follows:

Hong (2004) showed that the result of Lee (2001) 
is not valid. He proved that Equation 23 is not correct 
generally. This equation is true just in the case of
αi+α(bi-αi)>0 and di+α(ei-di)>0.

Chen et al. (2003a) used fuzzy evaluation for
process capability of bigger-the-best type products. In 
this method, they used Cpl index for bigger-the-best
type products. This method has two main problems. 
The first one is that this method is just for bigger-the-
best type products. The second one is that the proposed 
method needs some initial variables, which must be 
estimated. For example, there are some variables such 
as Cmin (minimum process capability index required), p-
value, and a-risk that must be estimated. These
estimations cause complicated calculations and more 
errors.

Chen et al. (2003b) introduced a fuzzy evaluation 
of Cpm for selecting a supplier. They employed
Mamdani inference method (Mamdani 1974) to
interpret the different amount of Cpm for fuzzy data. 
Their methodology was the usage of confidence
intervals. Suppose that [Cli, Cui] and [Clj, Cuj] are
confidence interval of indices Cpmi and Cpmj. Then the
normalizing indices δ and γ can be defined as:

(24)

(25)

In their model δ and γ are the inputs of Mamdani 
fuzzy system. This methodology is useful just for
evaluating the result of a process capability index and 
cannot obtain the exact fuzzy membership function of 
Cpm. Besides, since this method needs the lower and 
upper confidence limits of a process, an estimation 
error must be considered.

Tsai and Chen (Tsai and Chen 2006) had a survey 
about making a decision to evaluate a process capability 
index Cp with fuzzy numbers. Their methodology was 
using a-cuts method in order to find the membership 
function of the fuzzy pC . Suppose that Xi is an 
observation consisted of triangular fuzzy numbers as 
follows:
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(26)

The sample mean and sample standard deviation 
can be calculated as :

(27)

(28)

Then fuzzy pC  can be estimated as follows:

(29)

In order to use the a-cut methods the a-cuts of 
fuzzy observation  are presented as (Kao and Liu 
2001):

( ) ( ) ( )
( ){ }
( ){ }

i i

i i

.x i iXL U
i i i

.x i iX

min x X x ,
X X , X

max x X x
α α α

 ∈ µ ≥ α
  = =   

∈ µ ≥ α  





(30)

where ( )
i iX xµ   is the membership function of fuzzy

observation ix . The lower and upper bounds of the a-

cut of pC  can be obtained by the related formula of 

fuzzy pC . However, the final formula is so
complicated. The reason why calculation of fuzzy PCIs 
are really complicated is that when we treat x as fuzzy 
data, the relationship between the process capability 
index and the fuzzy observations are nonlinear.
Deducing the exact membership function of process 
capability is nearly impossible and so the approximate 
membership function with a-cuts methods of the fuzzy 
observation must be employed (Kao and Liu 2001). So 
regarding to nonlinear relationship between iX and a-

cuts of pC , nonlinear programming package, LINGO 
(LINGO 1999) was employed by Tsai and Chen (Tsai
and Chen 2006).

Parchami and Mashinchi (2007) introduced an
algorithm based on Buckley’s estimation approach
(Buckley and E. 2004; Buckley 2005; Buckley 2005) to 
estimate process capability indices Cp,  Cpk and Cpm.
They introduced an algorithm based on Buckley’s
estimation approach, and use a family of confidence 
intervals to estimate process capability indices Cp, Cpk
and Cpm. They also investigated the different fuzzy Cp
with different numb er of samples (Fig. 2). The weak 
point of their work is that their fuzzy PCIs are
estimators and have errors.

Fig. 2: Different amount of fuzzy Cp with different n

Parchami, Mashinchi et al. (Parchami, Mashinchi 
et al. 2008) in another study introduced a consistent 
confidence interval for fuzzy capability index Cp. In 
this study, they assumed fuzzy specification limits and 
because of using fuzzy specification limits, they used 
Cp, which is also fuzzy. Suppose that U(au; bu;  cu) = 
T(au;  bu;  cu)? FT(R) and L(al;  bl;  cl) = T(al;  bl;  cl)?
FT(R) be the engineering fuzzy specification limits,
where au= cl. Then Parchami et al. (2008) defined fuzzy 
Cp as follows:

(31)

Their confidence interval for fuzzy capability index 
Cp is as follows:

(32)

Where

is the point estimation of pC

 . They also proved that as 

the sample size tends to infinity, the limit of this
confidence interval's length goes to the point estimate 
of the capability index pC .

Chen, Lai et al. (Chen, Lai et al. 2008) introduced 
a new method to measure the process capability index 
Cpm with fuzzy data. Since the exact membership
function of fuzzy Cpm is really complicated, they used 
the  approximate  membership  function (Kao  and  Liu 
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2001) with a-cuts methods of the fuzzy observation. 
Their methodology is similar to the methodology of 
Tsai and Chen (2006), but for different index Cpm.

Recently these fuzzy indices have been used in real 
projects, for example Kaya and Kahraman (Kaya and 
Kahraman 2008) developed fuzzy robust process
capability indices for risk assessment of air pollution. 
All studies are based on fuzzy data. When the
specification data is fuzzy, the process capability
indices will be fuzzy.

CONCLUSION

Fuzzy logic can be employed to manage the
uncertainties. These uncertainties could exist in the
concepts of data or specification limits, and
interpretation of a capable process, which are being 
used to measure the capability of processes. Different 
methodologies have been used to construct a fuzzy 
process capability index. Among these methodologies, 
literature review showed that a -cut method is better 
than other methods, because it does not need any 
estimation and with the aid of nonlinear programming 
can show the exact amount of fuzzy process capability 
index.

The literature review also showed a gap in fuzzy 
process capability indices. This gap is that among all 
process capability indices, just Cp, Cpk and Cpm has been 
fuzzificated, while there are other process capability 
indices such as, Cpmk with better specifications that can 
be fuzzificated.
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